Joke Matching

The “jokes” below are not funny. That’s because the questions and answers are mixed up—each question is not matched with the right punch line (the funny part of the joke). Your job is to match each question with the best punch-line answer to form a joke that is actually funny. Write the correct matches at the bottom of the page. The first one has been done for you (the punch line to the question Q1 is the answer A3). Can you match the rest?

Question 1 (Q1): Why are the students taking a ladder to class?
Answer 1 (A1): Because they’re really good at it.

Q2: What do you call bears with no ears?
A2: Tooth-hurty

Q3: What did one wall say to the other wall?
A3: Because they are in high school.

Q4: What kind of music does a balloon like least?
A4: A stick

Q5: Why don’t we ever see elephants hiding in trees?
A5: A giant

Q6: What do you call a really big ant?
A6: Pop

Q7: What kind of table can you eat?
A7: B

Q8: What do you call a boomerang that doesn’t come back?
A8: A vegetable

Q9: What is the best time to go to a dentist?
A9: I’m in glove with you.

Q10: What did the thumb say to the finger?
A10: I’ll meet you at the corner.

Write your matches here:

Q1’s answer: _A3_  Q2’s answer: ___  Q3’s answer: ___  Q4’s answer: ___
Q5’s answer: ___  Q6’s answer: ___  Q7’s answer: ___  Q8’s answer: ___
Q9’s answer: ___  Q10’s answer: ___

Answers on page 26
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Q1's answer: A3 [The students need a ladder because they are in high school.]
Q2's answer: A7 ['B' is Bears with the letters e-a-r-s deleted.]
Q3's answer: A10
Q4's answer: A6 ['Pop' is a kind of music and the sound a balloon makes when it is popped.]
Q5's answer: A1 [Elephants are so good at hiding in trees that we never see them do it!]
Q6's answer: A5 [gi-ANT]
Q7's answer: A8 [vege-TABLE]
Q8's answer: A4
Q9's answer: A2 ['Tooth-hurty' sounds like '2:30'.]
Q10's answer: A9